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Let a central groupoid be an algebraic system with one binary operation, 
satisfying the identity 
(x . ) ' )  9 (y .  : )  = y (1) 
for all x, y, and z. Such systems were recently introduced by Evans [1]. 
The purpose of this note is to show that central groupoids have some 
remarkable properties which can be established in an elementary manner 
by combining a variety of different mathematical techniques. For  example, 
we will show that central groupoids of order n correspond in a natural 
manner to the matrices A of zeros and ones which satisfy the relation 
A '~ = J, (2) 
where J is the n x n matrix of all ones. Central groupoids therefore 
provide a nice classroom example of the manner in which the same 
mathematical  object can be viewed from several different standpoints. The 
proofs also serve as il lustrations of the principle of duality. 
1. "GRAPH-THEORETIC" APPROACH 
Let D be a directed graph, and write x --* y if there is an arc in D from 
vertex x to vertex y. We will say that D has "Property C" if there is a 
unique oriented path of length two between any two of  its vertices. This 
property implies that no two vertices x and y have two or more arcs from 
x to y, so we will restrict our attention to directed graphs in which no two 
arcs have the same initial vertex and the same final vertex. Thus, Property C 
states that, for any ordered pair of vertices x and y of D, there is exactly 
one vertex z such that 
x ~ z - .  y .  (3)  
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As an example of a directed graph with Property C, consider the points 
of  the Eucl idean p lane as vertices, and let there be an arc from x = (x l ,  x2) 
to y ~ (Y l ,  3'2) if  and only if  the second component  of x equals the first 
component  of  y, i.e., x~ - -  3'1 9 Then (3) holds with z ~ (x2,3'~), and for 
no other z. 
We will show that there is a natural  correspondence between directed 
graphs with Property C and central groupoids. 
LEMMA I. Let D be a directed graph with Property C. Define the binary 
operation x 9 y on the vertices o f  D by the rule "x  9 y ~ z i f  and only i f  z is 
the vertex satisfying (3)." The vertices o f  D, with this binary operation,form 
a central groupoid. 
PROOF: Given x, y, and  z, we have x --+ x 9 y --+ y --~ y 9 z -~ z and 
x 9 y ~ (x 9 y)  9 (y  9 z) -+ y 9 z; so, by Property C, (x 9 y) 9 (y  9 z) = y. 
LEMMA 2. Let C be a central groupoid. Define a directed graph whose 
vertices are the elements o f  C by the rule "x  -+ z i f  and only i f  z ~- x 9 y for  
some y."  The resulting directed graph satisfies Property C. 
PROOF: Let us first prove that, in the directed graph just  defined, z ~ y 
if  and only if z = x 9 y for some x. If z --~ y, then y ~ z 9 w for some w, 
hence (z . z ) -y= (z - z) . (z . w) =z .  Conversely, if x .y  ~- z, then 
z -~ (x .  y) -  (y .  y) -- y. 
Now to show that Property C is valid, we have for any vertices x and y 
the relations 
x---+X "y - -+y.  
Fur thermore  if x --~ z --+ y then x = wl 9 z and y =: z 9 w~ for some w 1 
and w2, so x 9 y = (Wl 9 z) 9 (z 9 w2) -= z. This establishes Property C. 
THEOREM 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between directed 
graphs with Property C and central groupoids. 
PROOF: This follows immediately from the correspondence defined in 
Lemmas 1 and 2, since the definit ions in these lemmas are inverse to one 
another.  
2. "CONSTRUCTIVE" APPROACH 
Let us now consider means of  construct ing central groupoids. In  the 
preceding section, an example of a directed graph with Property C was 
given, in which the points of  the Eucl idean plane were the vertices. In  
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gene,al, ifN is any sct. the same construction yields a central groupoid on 
the set S , S of ordered pairs of elements of S, by the rule 
(x , ,  xe) " (.vl - ;':) : (x._, , vl). (4) 
Let us call this multiplication, which \~as detined by Evans [1], the natural 
central groupoid on S >~ S. 
A slight modification of this construction gives another class of central 
groupoids: 
THEOREM 2. Let S be a set containing the element O. Let ,, be a binary 
operation oll S such that x " 0 O. and x z = y has a unique solution z 
whenerer 3' and x are elements of  S. Let D be the directed graph on the 
vertices S >,~ S having an arc (x l ,  xe) -~ (Yl , )'.a) i f  and only (f  
xe = Yl and Ye 2 O, or  X1 o X,, : ,F1 and y., O. (5) 
Then D has Proper O, C, so it defines a central groupoid. 
Pl~oov: Given (x~, x,,) and (Yl ,  Y~) in S x S, we must show there Is a 
unique (:1, z2) such that (x l ,  x.,) --+ (:1, z._,) -~ (3'~, 3% If 3k ~ 0 and 
3,,, ~-- 0 we must have ze = Ya v ~ O, hence z~ xe. l f3k ~ 0 and Ye = O, 
we must have ZlO ze -  ya, hence z,, :7~ - 0 and Zx ~-x . , ,  and Zo is the 
unique solution to the equation x,, ~. z . , -  3'1. Finally, if 3'~- 0 then 
ze -- 0 and zl - :  X1 X., . 
This completes the proof. As a consequence, the corresponding central 
groupoid has the multiplication rule 
l(x'-"v0' if 3 '~  0 and y.e@0: 
,z~), if X, 2 -7o = J ' l  =2  0 and ye = O; (6) (X,, X2)" (TI ,Y 2 ) 
We will see later that a system defined in this way is not always isomorphic 
to a natural central groupoid, so the construction of Theorem 2 is not a 
trivial construction in disguise. 
3. "COMBINATORIAL" APPROACtt 
In any central groupoid C, let 
R(x) = {z I x ",, z], L(3') {z z -+ y}. (7) 
Here "x -~ z" refers to the corresponding directed graph, so R(x) is the 
"coset" x 9 C and L(y) is C 9 y. 
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LE~MA 3. For any x and y in a central groupoid, R(x) and L(y) have 
the same number of elements; &fact, the function f ( t )  --- t 9 y is a one-to-one 
correspondence b tween R(x) and L(y). 
PROOV: I f z  E L(y) there is a unique w ~ R(x) such that x -~ w --+ z --+ y; 
andz  = w-y  =f (w) .  
COROLLARY. For any x and y in a central groupoid, R(x) and R(y) have 
the same number of elements. 
THEOREM 3 (Evans [I]). A finite central groupoid contains m ~ elements 
for some integer m. 
FIRST PROOF: Let C be a central groupoid with n elements, and 
construct he associated irected graph. I f  we count how many ordered 
triples (x, y, z) satisfy x -7 y ~ z, we find there are exactly n 2, one for each 
choice of  x and z. Counting another way, for each fixed y there are m 2 
such ordered triples, if m is the number of  elements in R(y) and in L(y). 
Thus n ~ = nmL 
SECOND PROOF: Let x be any element of a central groupoid C, and 
let R(x) contain m elements. The sets {R(y) / Y E R(x)} are mutually dis- 
joint and contain all elements of  C, by Property C. Since each of these m 
sets contains m elements, C contains m 2 elements. 
A third proof  of  Theorem 3 appears in the next section. 
4. "MATRIX-THEORETIC" APPROACH 
A directed graph D with vertices V 1 , V., ..... V~, in which there is at 
most one arc going from one vertex to another, can be represented by an 
n • n matrix A of  zeros and ones, where A~j = 1 if and only if there is an 
arc from Vi to Vj in D. Conversely, any such matrix defines a directed 
graph, so it is natural to try to reformulate Property C in matrix notation. 
It is easy to see that a matrix A of  zeros and ones corresponds to a directed 
graph satisfying Property C if and only if 
A ~ ---- J ,  (8) 
where J is the n • n matrix whose entries are all equal to one. 
This matrix equation can be used to provide alternate proofs of the 
results considered above. For example, the fact that R(x) and L(y) have 
the same number of  elements is a consequence of  the matrix equation 
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AJ  : JA.  Moreover. the matrix representation makes it possible to deduce 
further properties of central groupoids which appear to be quite difficult 
to derive by any other means: 
THEOREM 4. Ece W finite cemral grolq)oid with 1l elements contains 
X/n idempotent elements (i.e., elements x equal to x 9 x). 
PROOF: A central groupoid with n elements corresponds to an n /. n 
matrix A with A z -- J. An element x is idempotent if and only if x ~ x, 
so the number of idempotent elements i the trace of A. 
Let the characteristic equation of A, det(M -- A), be 
(,X - -  q) ( ) ,  - -  re ) " ' ( ;~  - -  r ,~) ,  
where q ..... r,~ are complex numbers. The characteristic equation of A 2 is 
then 
(,~ - r12) (h  - , -22) . . .  (h  - r .2 ) .  
This must be the characteristic equation of J, namely, (h -- n) h"-x. Hence 
the characteristic equation of A must be (h :s X/n) A'~-a, and trace (A) is 
the negative of the coefficient of ,~"-~, namely, T ~/n. Obviously the 
trace of A is non-negative, so it equals x/n. 
5. "ALGEBRAIC" APPROACH 
So far we have done very little, if any, manipulation of algebraic 
formulas involving the binary operation and identity (1). Further results 
can be obtained if we make use of algebraic manipulations. 
First let us notice that we always have 
x . ( (x .y ) . z )  = x .y  (9) 
in any central groupoid, since both of these quantities are equal to 
((x. x) .  (x- y))- ((x. y) 9 z) in view of (1). A "dual" argument (namely, 
the same proof with left and right interchanged) proves the identity 
(x.  (y . z ) ) . z  = y .z .  (lo) 
Although (9) and (10) are consequences of (1), we cannot derive (1) from 
(9) and (10) since the latter are true in any system having a trivial binary 
operation in which x 9 y is a constant independent of x and y. 
Since central groupoids which are not "natural" have been defined in 
Section 2 above, it is of interest to find algebraic identities that characterize 
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natural central groupoids. The natural groupoids satisfy a very strong 
property, namely, that 
(x .y ) .  z = (w.y ) . z  (11) 
for all w, x, y, and z; for, if x ~-- (x l ,  x2), y = (y l ,  Y2), z = (z l ,  z2), the 
value of (x" y) 9 z is (Yl ,  z0, independent of  x. 
Identity (11) in a central groupoid implies its dual, since it implies by (9) 
that 
x.  (y .z) = x .  ((x. (y .z)). y) 
= X ' ( ( (x 'y ) ' (y ' z ) ) 'y )  - x ' (y 'y ) ;  
thus we have the identity 
x"  (y"  z) - -  x"  (y"  w), (12) 
which is the dual of (11) obtained by interchanging left and right. 
It  is not difficult to prove in fact that (11) and (1) characterize the 
natural central groupoids; all identities that hold in a natural central 
groupoid can be derived from (11) and (1). A slightly stronger result, 
which starts from a single identity, can also be proved: 
THEOREM 5. An algebraic system with a single binary operation is a 
natural central groupoid land  only if it satisfies the identity 
(x- ((y. z). w)). (z. w) = z. (13) 
PROOF: A natural central groupoid satisfies (13). Conversely, (13) 
implies that 
(y.  z). (z- w) = ((x. ((w-(y .z)). w)). ((y. z). w)). (z. w) = z, 
so we have a central groupoid. And if we set y = t 9 (t 9 t), z = (t 9 t) 9 t, 
w = t 9 t in (13) we find that 
(x" t)" t = (t" t)" t. (14) 
Identity (14) is a very special case of(11); it says that (x "y) 9 z does not 
depend on x when y ----- z, while (11) says that (x 9 y) 9 z does not depend 
on x when y and z are arbitrary. It is a rather suprising fact that the 
comparatively weak identity (14) can be used to derive (11) in a central 
groupoid; let us defer the proof  of this fact for a moment.  
Now suppose that identity (1 I) is valid in a central groupoid; we want 
to prove that the groupoid is "natural ."  I f  x ~ (xl ,  x2) in a natural 
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central groupoid, then x = (x l ,  Xl) 9 (x , .  xe), (x l ,  xl) =-= (x . x) 9 x, and 
(x~, x~) = x 9 (x 9 x): this suggests that we define 
x 't/ - ( _v 'x I ' x .  x (21 = x ' ( \ ' ' x )  (15) 
in any central groupoid. Now identity Ill 1) implies (12) and it therefore 
implies that 
(x .  (x .  x)) .  ((3,. y ) .  3') = ((x- x ) .  (x-  x)) .  ( (y - .v ) .  (y .  y)) = x .y; 
in terms of the functions defined in (15), this becomes 
x(2).yI l)  _ x 'y .  (16) 
Mult ip ly ing (16) on the right by y and using (10) implies that 
yl,/ -- (x" y)  "3', (17) 
which is (14) again. Dually,  (16) implies that 
x c'l = x 9 (x .y). (18) 
We now have 
i.e., 
((x.  y ) -  (x - )9 ) .  (x .  y) = ( (y-  x ) .  (x-  y) ) .  (x .  y) = x -  (x .  y), 
A dual argument  shows that (16) also implies the identity 
(x 9 y)~2~ = y(1,. (20) 
Let us digress for a moment  to observe that (19) and (1) imply (20), 
since ),Ill = ((X" y)"  (y"  Z)) (1~ = (X" y)(21; dually, (20) and (1) imply (19). 
Furthermore (19) and (1) imply (16), for we can mult iply (20) on the left 
by x to obtain x - y = x - ),m, and dually x 9 y = x (2) 9 y. 
Now (x .x )  m =x c21 and (x 'x ) (2 )=x (II, so (16) implies that 
X (1) ' X ( I )  : X {11 and x (2~ 9 x (2) = x(21; i.e., x m and x ~21 are idempotent.  
Every element x then has a representation of the form 
x = u 9 v, u and v idempotent,  (21) 
since x = x (1) 9 x(~l; furthermore this representation is unique, since (21) 
and (19) imply that x m - -u  (2) = u and dual ly x (21 = v. Final ly, if 
x = u 1"~, '~andy = u2"t '2andx 'y - -  u a 'va ,wehaveu 3 = (x .y )m = 
x (2) = v~ and dually Va = u2. This is isomorphic to mult ipl icat ion in a 
(x 9 y)la) = x(Zt. (19) 
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natural central groupoid on S • S, where S is the set of idempotent 
elements, o the proof is complete. 
The argument used in the proof of Theorem 5 is certainly longer 
than necessary, but it demonstrates the interesting fact that all of the 
identities (11), (12), (16), (17), (18), (19), and (20) are equivalent in a 
central groupoid; any one of these is strong enough to imply that the 
central groupoid is natural. (Evans [I] showed that (16) and (19) together 
imply naturalness.) 
6. "AUTOMATED"  APPROACH 
There is still a gap remaining to be closed in the proof of Theorem 5; 
we must show that the weak identity (14) is strong enough to imply (11) 
in a central groupoid. Equation (14) is equivalent to 
x ' t  =x . t  m, (22) 
since we can multiply (14) on the left by x to obtain (22), and can multiply 
(22) on the right by t to obtain (14). 
It appears to be very difficult o derive (11) from (22), and initial attempts 
by the author to do this were unsuccessful. This provided the motivation 
to study more general problems of the same nature, and consequently the 
author developed an algorithm to work with identities in universal algebras 
(see [2]). 
An IBM 7094 computer was programmed to perform the algorithm of 
[2], and this program was presented with the four identities 
(x  9 y )  9 (y  9 z) =- y ,  
(X " X) ".u - X (1), 
(23) 
x . (x .x )  = x% 
x (2) "y :  x .y .  
(The last identity is the dual of (22).) In less than nine minutes of cal- 
culation, the computer supplied the missing link in our proof of Theorem 5
by demonstrating 
THEOREM 6. The four identities (23) imp& (22). 
(Note that, since (22) is the dual of x (2) 9 y = x 9 y, a dual argument 
shows that (22) implies (23) in a central groupoid, and so eithe (22) or (23) 
implies (16). This is enough to complete the proof of Theorem 5). 
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PROOF: The following proof  was given by the computer,  and it is left as 
an exercise for the reader to discover a shorter proof:  
(a) (x .y ) 'y<Z'  = (x .y ) .  (y .  (Y ' ) ) )  = Y, by (23). 
(b) y .  (y(2))(2) = ((X " ) ' )  9 3,(2)) . (y(2))~2, _ 3,(21, by (a) twice. 
(c) (),(~,)(", - (y - (y~' - '3<2 ' ) .  ((),'~,)'2' 9 z) -= y<~'.  (0,"~ ~' . z )  
__ 3,,2, . (y('-'l ' z )  = y~'-" - (y"  z) = y"  (y -z ) ,  by (23) 
and (b). 
(d) (x(2)) (2) = x 9 (x "x) = x 121, by (c) and (23). 
(e) ),(z) = (y~2))<2~ = 3:" (Y "z), by (d) and (c). 
(f) (x 'y )  "y = (x 'y ) '  ((x -y) ') ' (2>) = (x 'y )C" ,  by (a) and (e). 
(g) x m = (x .  x) .x  = (x .  x) (21, by (23) and (f). 
(h) x (1) "3' = (x .  x) ~') . y  = (x" x) ' y  by (g) and (23). 
(i) x m 9 x (e) = (x" x) 9 x c'~ = x, by (h) and (a). 
(j) x (1~ = (x"  x )  c-'~ ((x" x)(-~)) 12> = (xm) (2), by (g) and (d). 
(k) y(2) = (x 9 y(2)) . (y(2~)(~) _-= (x" y(e)) "3: (2) = (x . y(2))(2), 
by (a), (d), and (f). 
(1) (x 9 y(2)) . z = (x " yt2))(2) . z ----- .l' <2> "z = y " z, by (23) and (k). 
(m) x"  y = ( (w .  x ) "  (x .  y ) ) ( (x"  y ) ' z )  = x"  ( (x"  y ) ' z ) ,  by (23). 
(n) x .y(Zl = x"  ((x" y(21) . z) :=: x 9 (y 9 z), by (m) and (1). 
(o)  x " y(1) = x"  (y(11)(21 = x " (y ( l l  . y(2)) = x " y ,  by (j), (n), 
and (i). 
(Actually it is not difficult to see that steps (h) and (i) may be eliminated 
since (i) is an immediate consequence of (23).) 
7. "EXHAUST IVE"  APPROACH 
Now let us determine all central groupoids of small order n. By 
Theorem 3, n is a perfect square. By Theorem 1 and the observations of  
Section 4, we may construct all central groupoids of order n by con- 
structing all matrices A of  zeroes and ones such that A z = J. Theorem 4 
tells us such a matrix A has x/n ones on the diagonal. Furthermore two 
central groupoids are isomorphic if and only if the corresponding directed 
graphs are isomorphic; this means that two matrices A1 and A2 define 
isomorphic central groupoids if and only if 
A1 = P -aA2P  
for some permutat ion matrix P. 
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To find all central groupoids with four elements, we may write 
A= 0 1 
m 
where the , ' s  denote elements yet to be filled in. (The second proof of 
Theorem 3 shows that we may always write down the first ~/n rows of A 
in an analogous manner.) Another one and another zero need to appear 
on the diagonal, and without loss of generality we may take Aa3 = 1, 
A44 = 0. Every row and every column must contain ~/n ones, by Lemma 3; 
so A34 = 1, A43 = 0, A31 = A32 = 0, A41 = A42 = 1. The only solution 
(up to permutation of rows and columns by P) is therefore 
A= 0 1 . 
0 1 ' 
1 0 
each central groupoid of order 4 is natural. 
A similar but more lengthy analysis hows that there are just six central 
groupoids of order 9, namely, those defined by the matrices 
A 1 = 
r l l l  000  000  TM 
000 111 000  
000  000  111  
I l l  000  000  
000  111  000  
000  000  111  
I l l  000  000  
000  111  000  
.000  000  l 11_ 
A 2 = 
~111 000 000-  
000  111  000  
000  000  111  
111  000  000  
000  011  lO0  
000  100  011  
111  000  000  
000  011  100  
~000 1 O0 011_  
A 8 = 
q 11 000  000-  
000  111  000  
000  000  l l l  
111  000  000  
000  111  000  
000  000  l l l  
111  000  000  
000  011  100  
~000 100 011_  
A 4 = 
cl  11  000  000~ 
000 111 000  
000  000  111  
111  000  000  
000  111  000  
000  000  111  
101  010  000  
010  101  000  
~000 000 111 J  
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As - -  
cl 1 l 000  000-  
000  111  000  
000  000  l l l  
I l l  000  000  
000  110  001  
000  001  110  
011  100  000  
100  010  001  
,000  001  1103 
A 6 = 
r l  11 000  000a  
000  11t  000  
000  000  11 I  
110  001  000  
001  110  000  
000  000  I l l  
101  000  010  
000  I l l  000  
_010  000  101)  
Here A1 represents the natural central groupoid; A., is obtained 
by the construction of Theorem 2 with 0oN- -  x, 1o I -- 2 1 .-  2, 
1 ~. 2 -- 2 o 2 -- 1 ; and A.~ is obtained by the construction of Theorem 2 
w i th0ox- -  1 ox x, 2o l  --= 2 ,2o2- -  l. The systems Aa and A4 are 
dual to each other or "anti-isomorphic"; this means in matrix terminology 
that Aa r = P-1A4P for some permutation matrix P. Similarly As and A 6 
are dual to each other. Both A 1 and A~ are self-dual, i.e., anti-isomorphic 
to themselves. 
It is useful to find isomorphic invariants that make it easy to decide 
which of the six systems above represents a given central groupoid. A 
useful invariant hat was discovered uring this enumeration is based on 
two equivalence relations: Let x ~_~L y when the relation x -~ z is equiv- 
alent to y--+ z, and let x ~_:R y when z ~ x is equivalent o z -+ t'. Thus, 
x ~=L y if and only if row x and row y are equal in the matrix represen- 
tations, and x ~/~ y if and only if columns x and y are equal. Let us 
say L-classes and R-classes are the equivalence classes defined by 
these relations, and let us call a class "idempotent" if it contains an 
idempotent element. Clearly each class contains at most one idempotent 
element. 
The following table lists the number of elements in each of the equiv- 
alence classes: 
idempotent other idempotent other 
System L-classes L-classes R-classes R-classes 
1 3,3,3 3,3,3 
2 3 ,2 ,2  1,1 3 ,2 ,2  1, l 
3 3,2,1 2,1 3 ,2 ,2  1,1 
4 3 ,2 ,2  1, l 3,2,1 2,1 
5 2,2,1 1,1,1,1 l , l ,1  2,2,1,  l 
6 1,1,1 2 ,2 ,1 ,1  2,2,1 1,1,1.1 
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For example, if we number the elements from 1 to 9, system 2 has the 
L-classes {l, 4, 7}, {5, 8}, {6, 9}, {2}, {3}, where the first three classes are 
idempotent. Its R-classes are {1, 2, 3}, {5, 6}, {8, 9}, {4}, {7}. In the case of 
order nine the number of elements in these classes is sufficient o determine 
the central groupoid, up to isomorphism. 
Another isomorphic invariant is the similarity class of the matrix A. 
Since the Jordan canonical form of J is diag(n, 0 ..... 0) and A 2 - J, it 
follows that the Jordan canonical form of A is (~/n) @ 6'1 @ "- @ Ck, 
where each of the C's is either the 1 • 1 matrix (0) or the 2 • 2 matrix( ~ ~); 
this is a consequence of the fact that C9 must be zero. Therefore two 
matrices of zeros and ones satisfying the relation A 2 = J will be similar 
if and only if they have the same rank; and the rank (which is one plus the 
number of 2 • 2 blocks in the Jordan canonical form) can be at most 
(n + 1)/2. Since we have observed that the first ~/n rows of A can be 
assumed to have a fixed form, the rank of A must be at least V/n. (These 
remarks were suggested by N.S. Mendelsohn.) 
In the case n = 9, the possible ranks are therefore 3, 4, and 5. By 
inspection A 1 has rank 3; A2, A3, and A4 have rank 4; A5 and A 6 have 
rank 5. It is not difficult to see that in general the only matrices of rank a/n 
correspond to natural central groupoids. The construction of Theorem 2 
yields matrices of ranks ~/n, a/n + 1,..., 2 ~/n -  2, and it is possible 
to extend Theorem 2 in a straightforward manner to obtain all ranks 
up to 
~/n + [a/n/3][(2 ~/n -- 1)/3]. 
It is not clear that all ranks up to (n + 1)/2 are always possible. 
The examples for the case n -: 9 show that central groupoids can have 
a rather complex structure, and that the problem of classifying all finite 
central groupoids is not trivial (cf. [3]). The usual technique of studying 
algebraic systems by investigating homomorphisms and congruence 
relations does not immediately appear to yield important results in this 
case; for example, the natural central groupoid with nl elements i a homo- 
morphic image of the natural central groupoid with n2 elements whenever 
n I -~ l? 2 . 
As a first step in the study of central groupoids for general n, let us 
examine the construction of Theorem 2 more closely. I f  we are given a 
binary operation a o b on a set S satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2, 
let f (a )  = 0 o a, and define the new binary operation a * b = f - l (a  o b). 
It follows that a .  b also satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, and that 
0 * b = b for all b c S. Furthermore the directed graphs (and conse- 
quently the central groupoids) constructed by Theorem 2 for a o b and for 
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a * b arc easily sho~ n to be isomorphic, under the mapping 
i ( J -  l (x )  ' l ' ) ,  il" l' O, 
,/(.v, r) . -  
!Cx, y), if .v ::- 0. 
Therefore we may without loss of generality assume that 0 : h - b in the 
construction of Theorem 2. 
With this simplification, the question of isomorphism betxveen the 
central groupoids constructed by Theorem 2 can be resolved as follows: 
THEOREM 7. Let S be a finite set on which two binary operations and * 
are defined, such that,Jot all a and b, 0 ~ b -= 0 * b b, a 0 a ~, 0 ,= 0, 
and the equations a o x b, a * y -- b have a unique solution (x, r). Let Dt 
be the directed graph on S x S defined by the rule (xz , x~) -~ Cyl 9 y~) (f and 
only i f  xo - Yl and yo ~ 0 or xl o x2 == Yl and),,,. -- 0; and let D2 be the 
directed graph defined similarly with * replacing ~. Then DI and D~ are 
isomorphic i f  and only i f  the binary operations o and * are isomorphic. 
PROOF: If  o and * are isomorphic there is a permutation f of S such 
that f (a)  * f (b )  = f (a  o b). If f (0) @ 0, let g be the permutation which 
transposes 0 and f(0); then it can be verified without difficulty that 
gf(a) * gf(b) = gf(a o b), so we may assume that f(0) -- 0. The permu- 
tation f(Xl ,  x2) = (f(xl) , f(x.2)) is now a permutation of S >/. S such that 
(X l  , X2) ~ (Y~, 3:2) in D~ if and only if ~(.X" 1 , X2) --9 (/'( Yl  ' Y2) in D2 ; 
hence D 1 and D2 are isomorphic. 
Conversely let q2 be a permutation of S >,/ S under ~hich D~ is iso- 
morphic to D2. Since (xl,  x2) -§ (Xl, x.,) if and only if xl == x2, qc(0, 0) 
must equal (t, t) for some t. Let S have m elements, where we may assume 
m --- 2. 
CASE 1, t @ 0. Since the L-class containing C0, 0) in D1 has m elements, 
the L-class containing (t, t) in D2 must have m elements. This implies 
. . . . .  = (m-  1, t)  
in D2, and q)(x, 0) := ( f (x) ,  t) for some permutation fo r  s. Now for all a, 
the construction implies 
R R R R 
(a, t) -- (a, 1) (a, 2) 9 (a, m 1), 
so the R-class in D2 containing Ca, t) has at least m -- 1 elements. Thus the 
R-class in D1 containing ( f - l (a) ,  0) has at least m -- 1 elements; but the 
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R-class containing (f-l(a), 0) can only contain elements of the form 
(f-l(a), b), so 
R 
(f- l(a), 0) ~- (f- l(a), b) 
in D~ for some b @ 0. This implies 
(f-X(a), 0) R (f_1(a), b) 
in D~ for all b ~ 0; and likewise in D 2 , 
R (a, 0) (a, b) 
for all a and b. But then a o b = b and a * b = b for all a and b, and these 
binary operations are surely isomorphic! 
CASE 2, t=0.  Now (p(0, 0) = (0, 0), and (0, 0) =L (x, y) if and 
only i fy  - 0, so ?~(x, 0) = (f(x), 0) for some permutat ionfofS.  A dual 
argument proves that q~(0, y) -- (0, g(y)) for some permutation g. Now 
(0, x) ~ (x, 0) in D1, (0, g(x)) ~ (f(x), 0) in D2 ; hence f = g. Further- 
more (0, x) -+ (x, x) in D 1 and (O,f(x)) --~ (f(x),f(x)) in D 2 ; since (p(x, x) 
must be idempotent this implies that ~(x, x) = (f(x)),f(x)). Finally if 
y ~- 0, the relation (0, x) ~ (x,y)--+ (y ,y )  in D 1 implies that 
(O,f(x))-+ 5o(x, y)-+ (f(y),f(y)) in Dz, hence q~(x, y) = (f(x), f(y)). 
Now (a, b)-,-(ao b, 0) in Dx and (f  (a), f (b)) -+ (f  (a) . f (b), 0) in  D,,, 
hencef(a ob) = f(a) .f(b) and the proof is complete. 
8. "FREE" APPROACH 
Free central groupoids were first constructed by Trevor Evans, who 
communicated his construction to the author in a letter. The theory behind 
this construction follows immediately from general principles described 
in [2], so only the consequences of that theory will be summarized here. 
The free central groupoid on any number of generators i the set of all 
words formed from the generators and the binary operation, having 
no subwords of the forms ((~ ./3)" (/3-y)), (~ . ((~x./3). 7)), or 
((c~ . (/3.7)) " 7), where ~, /3, 7 are words. For example the free central 
groupoid on one generator a has the elements 
a, (a.  a), a" (a.  a), (a" a) .a, a" (a.  (a -a)), ((a- a)- a)- a, 
a" (a- (a.  (a.  a))), a-  (((a- a) 9 a) 9 a), (a.  a).  ((a. a) .a) ,  
(a- (a.  a)).  (a.  a), (a '  (a.  (a.  a))) "a, (((a. a) .  a) .  a) .  a, 
plus similar words with 6 or more appearances of a. 
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To multiply tx~o words of tlne free central groupoid, v~e \~vite their 
product and then replace any subword ( (x .~) . (5 . ; . , ) )  by ,!3, or 
(" " (('~ "fi) " Y)) by (x 9 fi), ((~ 9 (/~ "Y)) " 7) by (5 ' Y). and repeat tiffs 
operation as many times as possible (cf. equations (1), (9), (10).) 
Theorem 4 states that any central groupoid with a finite number n of 
elements has x/n idempotent elements. It is natural to wonder if any simple 
formula can be given for the idempotent elements; for example, the 
formulas x 9 (x 9 x) and (x 9 x) 9 x describe all the idempotents in a natural 
central groupoid. But this is not true in general, as the following theorem 
shows: 
THEOREM 8. The free central groupoid on any number of generators 
contains no idempotent elements. 
PROOF (due to Trevor Evans): If ,-~ is idempotent, ~ is not simply a 
generator, hence c~ has the form (/3 ' 7) which is reduced as far as possible. 
Now, since (ft.  y ) . ( /~ .y )  = ( f i -7) ,  it must be possible to reduce the 
word (5" Y)" (5" Y),hence/3 = y. But then ( /3.5) '  (/3./~) = 5 = (5" 5), 
contradicting the fact that (5 " Y) cannot be reduced. 
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